
Viral Reproduction

Introduction

Phage infect bacteria - viruses infect eukaryotes

Characterisations

Envelope

Nonenveloped
Just have a protein coat

e.g.: parvovirus, adenovirus

Enveloped

Also "hijack" an envelope from
the plasma membrane

Influenza or HIV

Process

Viral proteins are first inserted
into host cell plasma membrane

Nucleocapsid (viral genome +
protein coat) arrives at membrane

Membranes engulfs it and
exocytosis results

The acquired membrane is
studdent with proteins
synthesised by the host cell

Might have been modified at a
genetic level by the virus

Provides a degree of protection
(enzymes, chemicals)

Glycoproteins serve as receptor
molecules, allowing healthy cells to
recognise the virion particles as "friendly"

They leave the cell by exocytosis and are therefore
surrounded by a membrane with viral protein spikes

Nucleic acid

+ RNA
Can be directly translated into proteins

e.g.: polio virus or tobacco mosaic virus

- RNA
Need a viral polymerase to make +RNA

e.g.: influenza

dsRNA Reavirus

ssDNA Paravirus

dsDNA
Pox virus (smallpox)

Herpes virus (glandular fever)

Can be circular (SV40) or linear (adenovirus)

Can have more than one bit (Flu/influenza has 8)

Coat

Coat proteins are encoded by
viral genome

Assembled in simple, repeating patterns

Frequently with oscosahedral symmetry (like buckminster-fuller geodesic dones)

Possible because all subunits interact with each other in a similar way

That way, a large structure can be encoded by few proteins

Example (Tobbacco
mosaic virus)

A double-disk spontaneously
forms from protein subunits

The genetic material forms a hairpin
and inserts itself into this disk

The disk then dislocates,
forming a spiral-like structure

New protein subunits can add
on and extend the virus

The RNA is NOT in the hole,
but coiled in the groove

Strategies

The simplest life cycle might just include a virus encoding for its own coat protein

However, some include more
subversive strategies

SV40 and some other "tumour viruses"
stimulate cellular DNA synthesis

Some herpes viruses even encode their own
cyclins to accelerate cell cycle progression

Hikacking the cell's
protein synthesis

Polio

In eukaryotes, mRNA is capped at the
5' end with 7-methylguanosine

Ribosome binding occurs at this cap,
and requires initiation factor eIF4G

Poliovirus uses a viral protease to cleave eIF4G

The viral mRNA has a related protein that mimmicks
cap function, and so the viral mRNA is translated

Influenza

"Steals" cap

Uses a viral nuclease to cleave cap
from host mRNA

Attaches it to istelf and
recognised by eIF4G

Therefore, translated instead of cellular mRNA

Retroviruses
HIV

Retrovirus arrives with
reverse transcriptase

Low fidelity replication

High rate of mutagenesis

Therefore, the virus is able to evolve
and escape the defences the immune
system (or doctors) continually devises

Copies viral RNA genome into DNA

This integrates into the genome
and is transcribed into viral RNA

The progeny virion buds off

The cell survives and continues
producing virus indefinitely

Other retroviruses (e.g.: hapatitis B) do not integrate into the host
genome but package DNA rather than RNA into the virus particle
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